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Encyclopedia of Native American Tribes, Third Edition is a fully updated reference discussing more

than 200 American Indian tribes of North America, as well as prehistoric peoples and civilizations.

Arranged alphabetically by tribe or group, this comprehensive work offers 60 new entries on tribes

not covered in depth in the previous editions. The informative, accessible text summarizes the

historical record - locations, migrations, contacts with non-Indians, wars, and more - and includes

present-day tribal affairs and issues. The book also covers traditional Indian lifeways, including diet,

housing, transportation, tools, clothing, art, and rituals, as well as language families. Encyclopedia

of Native American Tribes, Third Edition includes at least one representative tribe from each

language family or language isolate for each of the culture areas.
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Although this claims to be a "fully updated" third edition of this basic work, a better description might

be "expanded." This edition includes some 60 new entries, 43 of which are for tribes from California

and the Northwest, among them the Bella Coola, the Puyallup, and the Washoe. The book is

arranged alphabetically by tribe or group, and each entry covers the historical record--location,

migrations, and wars--along with present-day tribal affairs and issues. Also included is information

on tribal customs, housing, clothing, art, rituals, and food. The glossary of terms appears to be

unchanged since the previous edition. The bibliography, however, has been updated with



references related to the new tribal entries, among other additions. The book is well indexed, clearly

presented, and easy to use, with 270 original color illustrations and maps that are both interesting

and enlightening. The encyclopedia now covers 200 groups, but it still pales when compared to the

four-volume Gale Encyclopedia of Native American Tribes (1999), which covers twice as many.This

volume is recommended for high-school, public library, and undergraduate collections, particularly

those without the Gale work. Its added coverage will make it especially useful in libraries in

California and the Pacific Northwest. Diana ShonrockCopyright Ã‚Â© American Library Association.

All rights reserved --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

"A splendid revision. All libraries, including those that own other titles on the subject, should give

serious consideration to this valuable work." --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

We will be studying different Native American tribes this coming summer at Camp Memaw and

Grandaddy. Informative books like this will make it much more fun and enjoyable.

I am half way through this and it is the best over all book on American Indian history I've read.

I ordered as I am doing much reading about the first Americans. Very good information.

Good Book !

The book came quickly and packaged well. It is filled with information of more tribes then I ever

knew existed. It have given some interesting information of our country original citizens. I would

recommend this book to anyone interested in the beginning of our country and the peoples that

owned it.

Well documented,but too much information for me.I did not know about so many tribes existed,so

even-tually I will get to go through the book and hopefullybe informed.

Not quite what I expected. Thought it would have more information and pictures of the different

tribes.

I am always interested in what happened before my time (aka history). This reference covered, I



think, every known tribe, many no longer exists. I am thankful that there are those that take the

effort to research and compile such a difficult work. This book should be a part of every reference

library.
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